FOCUS + Fragile Kids understands the needs of families with children who have developmental disabilities. We offer support and information for parents; fun, adapted recreation for children, teens, young adults, and families; and grants of critical medical equipment.

**By the Numbers at FOCUS – 2018**

- **2,155** families received critical equipment, making everyday life 100% easier.
- **1,371** families received support and information through support group, hospital visit, retreat, & training.
- **773** families received our camps for kids & adults.
- **77** families received our Family Support Services.

**Hirees & Accomplishments**
- Celebrated Executive Director Lucy Cusick at the Junior League of Atlanta awarded her the 2018 Inspired Leadership Award, recognizing her vision and direction in growing FOCUS + Fragile Kids from 400 families to 4,500 families in her 25 years.
- Created an interactive client database making it easier for families to quickly sign up for programs.
- Retooled our program evaluations so families can tell us what they like – or don’t. (And they still love summer camp after 25 years!)

“FOCUS has been a life saver from the beginning of our journey as parents to three kids withculoskeletal disease and rare pediatric disorders,” says Katie McKoy. mom to Zoe, 15, Nathan, 13, and Matthew, 11. “FOCUS held hands through the shock of diagnosis and loved on our whole family. They provided respite, childcare when the kids were young, visited us in the hospital every single time, and loaned us an adaptive stroller when Mattie needed one.

“When Zoe was a baby, we were clueless. FOCUS gave us hope, even after we found out that our kids were also on the autistic spectrum. You let us know that we would be okay, giving us encouragement and resources.”

The McKoy family has participated in almost every FOCUS + Fragile Kids program there is – the refresh show, summer day camp, family activities, swim team, and weekend family camp.

Zoe is the life of the party, while Nathan marches to the beat of his own drum. Though Mattie has painful spinal tumors, he doesn’t let challenges get in his way. He remains determined and sweet. Katie says that Mattie, who understands our community activities.

- **2018 Statement of Activities**
  - **Revenue** $ 992,298
  - **Expenses** $ 1,100,272
  - **Change in Assets** ($107,974)
  - **Net Assets** $1,020,694
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“Ross wakes up smiling,” his mother Diane Johnson says. “He is so happy and has such a great love of life!” Ross, 25, with Down syndrome, has been active with FOCUS since he was little. “He always came into FOCUS smiling and wanting to be friends,” Diane said. The family also enjoyed trips with FOCUS to the Aquarium where the doors opened early before the crowds and to Six Flags where they didn’t have to wait in line.

As Ross got older, Diane explains, he didn’t want to do “baby” things anymore. He joined the FOCUS teen and young adult social group that meets monthly. “They dance, they bowl, they go to a local bar, they do things his older sisters do, he does the same,” said Diane. “Every summer he counts down to sleep-away FOCUS Camp.”

Diane and Ross work together. Ross likes to be his own man and at the weekend retreat. The confidence he has gained in FOCUS programs will help him take his next step – employment.”

**The McKoy family**

The McKoys

Lifting her nine-year-old’s heavy wheelchair in and out of her car became overwhelming for Angela Shepard in 2018. Diagnosed with cancer three years earlier, she was too weak.
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